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Metastable liquid immiscibility in the 2018–2021
Fani Maoré lavas as a mechanism for volcanic
nanolite formation
Simon Thivet 1,2✉, Luiz Pereira 1, Nicolas Menguy3, Étienne Médard 4, Pauline Verdurme4,

Carole Berthod5,6, David Troadec7, Kai-Uwe Hess1, Donald B. Dingwell 1 & Jean-Christophe Komorowski 6

Nanoscale liquid immiscibility is observed in the 2018–2021 Fani Maoré submarine lavas

(Comoros archipelago). Heat transfer calculations, Raman spectroscopy, scanning and

transmission electron microscopy reveal that in contrast to thin (500 µm) outer rims of

homogeneous glassy lava (rapidly quenched upon eruption, >1000 °C s−1), widespread liquid

immiscibility is observed in thick (1 cm) inner lava rims (moderately quenched, 1–1000 °C

s−1), which exhibit a nanoscale coexistence of Si- and Al-rich vs. Ca-, Fe-, and Ti-rich melt

phases. In this zone, rapid nanolite crystallization contrasts with the classical crystallization

process inferred for the slower cooled ( < 1 °C s−1) lava interiors. The occurrence of such

metastable liquid immiscibility at eruptive conditions controls physicochemical character-

istics of nanolites and residual melt compositions. This mechanism represents a common yet

frequently unobserved feature in volcanic products, with the potential for major impacts on

syn-eruptive magma degassing and rheology, and thus on eruptive dynamics.
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Liquid immiscibility is a thermodynamic state characterized
by the coexistence of two or more immiscible melt phases of
distinct compositions1. It was long thought to occur only at

temperatures irrelevant to magmatic and volcanic processes2. In
subsequent experimental petrology studies however, the potential
of natural magma compositions to exhibit liquid immiscibility at
super- to sub-liquidus conditions has been well-documented3–7.
Currently, liquid immiscibility is suspected to be the cause of
major petrogenetic processes, such as the genesis of carbonatitic
melts8 and hydrothermal systems9, as well as the origin of
compositional variations of major magmatic intrusions10 and
even the origin of the Daly gap11. Although liquid immiscibility
has been described in volcanic products at macro- to micro-
scales12,13, it has been rarely documented and characterized at the
nanoscale14.

The very nature of magmatic/volcanic crystallization can be
expected to be significantly different in an emulsion (i.e., immiscible
system) compared with a homogeneous liquid, largely because of
inherited compositional variations15. Thus, the nanoscale nature of
such emulsion can be expected to be an enhancement of the gen-
eration of specific nanoscale crystalline phases, termed nanolites16.
However, such a mechanism has not been yet described in detail in
natural volcanic products. Instead, an increasing number of studies
have reported the characteristic occurrence of nanolites within more
typical homogeneous liquids, especially in juvenile tephra
deposits17–19. In a purely physical analysis, the direct impact of the
presence of isolated nanolites should not play a significant role in
magma suspension rheology. However, nanolite clustering, Si-poor
phase crystallization, and subsequent Si enrichment in the residual
melt can lead to drastic increases in magma viscosity20–24. Further, it
has also been shown that these crystals play a role in supporting
further heterogeneous nucleation processes such as bubble nuclea-
tion, with their consequences for magma fragmentation and, in turn,
eruptive dynamics24,25. Indeed, recently, nanolites in submarine
volcanic products from the Havre 2012 rhyolitic eruption have been
inferred to be the trigger and indicator of unexpected magma
fragmentation26.

The present work focuses on textural and associated chemical
heterogeneities identified in submarine basanitic volatile-bearing
lavas (dissolved H2O of 1.2 wt.%27), which were erupted during the
2018–2021 Fani Maoré eruption28, ca. 50 km offshore east of
Mayotte Island (France), the easternmost island of the Comoros
archipelago (Mozambique Channel, Fig. 1a). This eruption repre-
sents the largest submarine eruption ever monitored to date with a
total estimated lava volume of ca. 6.6 km3 (emplaced between 2.5
and 3.3 km b.s.l., corresponding to an eruptive pressure of
0.29–0.33 kbar)28. This volcanic activity has aroused a lot of interest,
giving extensive insights into the origin and characteristics of this
major eruption and associated products27–31, as well as the complex
aspects of the active volcanic area32–35. Here, we specifically inves-
tigate the nanoscale features of the Fani Maoré lava matrixes, which
show an evolution from homogeneous to heterogeneous textures,
due to nanoscale liquid immiscibility and associated crystallization.
More specifically, macroscopic observations, heat transfer calcula-
tions, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Raman spectroscopy,
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations have
been used to deduce under which conditions nanoscale liquid
immiscibility occurs, and how it affects crystallization as a newly
described mechanism for volcanic nanolite generation. Ultimately,
we discuss how this mechanism may potentially reveal dynamic
processes occurring during volcanic eruptions.

Results
Lava sample descriptions and estimated quenching/
cooling rates. Studied lava samples were dredged during the

following oceanographic campaigns: MAYOBS136, MAYOBS237,
and MAYOBS1538 (Fig. 1b). Five samples have been specifically
chosen, which cover the evolution of Fani Maoré eruption in time
and space31. MAY01-DR0101 sample is from the central edifice
and was emitted during the eruptive phase 1, from June 2018 to
May 2019, corresponding to the main building stage of Fani
Maoré. MAY02-DR0801 and MAY02-DR080102 samples were
collected on the peripheral lava flows emplaced in June 2019
during the eruptive phase 2. Finally, MAY15-DR1501 and
MAY15-DR150301 samples were dredged on a complex lava flow
field that occurred between August 2019 and May 2020 during
the eruptive phase 3. Fani Maoré lavas are relatively homo-
geneous in composition, they are relatively aphyric (<5 vol.% of
20–1000 µm euhedral to skeletal olivines and magnetites formed
during magma transport in the crust), with an average porosity of
35 vol.%29. Their basanitic composition (Fig. 1c) represents a
complex evolution controlled both by fractional crystallization
and mixing between a rising mantellic basanitic magma and a
static subcrustal tephri-phonolitic magma31. The ratio of non-
bridging oxygens to tetrahedrally coordinated cations (NBO/T),
which represents a proxy for melt polymerization, is calculated
for each studied sample, using bulk rock composition39 and
assuming a typical Fe oxidation ratio for basanite (Fe3+/Fe2+) of
0.340. These calculations led to estimated NBO/T values ranging
between 0.7 and 0.8 (cf. Supplementary Data 1), which are slightly
higher than recent estimations for experimental scenarios at
atmospheric conditions which consider all Fe as oxidized in rock
compositions41. NBO/T values of 0.5 were also found using
residual melt compositions from previously performed microp-
robe analyses on slightly crystallized matrices31.

All selected samples are part of lava flow margin blocks ca. 5 to
10 cm thick. Three main facies have been identified from
macroscopic observations, as well as SEM and Raman transects
on the MAY15-DR150301 sample (Fig. 2). Moreover, according
to heat transfer calculations using the semi-infinite solid thermal
approach42, the corresponding average eruptive quenching/cool-
ing rate of lava in contact with seawater as a function of lava
thickness/depth can be estimated from the eruptive temperature
(TE= 1095 °C 29) to the glass transition temperature range
(TG= 500–600 °C, which represents the viscous to brittle
transition of the lava, threshold below which crystallization and
degassing cannot occur anymore27). Note that latent heat of
crystallization is shown to have an insignificant impact on the
lava quenching/cooling rates when compared to the total heat
released during cooling (cf. Supplementary Information SI1).

(1) Outer lava rims, ca. 500 µm thick (cf. area 1 in Fig. 2a),
exhibited relatively high eruptive quenching rates greater
than ca. 1000 °C s−1 (cf. area 1 in Fig. 2b), yielding a
translucent glassy brown macroscopic appearance. This
minimum value is coherent with estimated quenching rates
by calorimetric relaxational geospeedometry on submarine,
fine (i.e., 30–80 µm of diameter) basaltic shards (i.e., 105 °C
s−1)43. These outer lava rims are highly fractured, either via
thermal stresses in these hyper-quenched volcanic glasses44,
or due to sampling methodology and sample selection bias
(dredging). Thus, the original thin lava rims were difficult
to sample. However, rare, thin outer lava rims are
identifiable and specifically investigated here from the
MAY15-DR1501 sample.

(2) Inner lava rims are considered as ca. 1 cm thick (cf. area 2
in Fig. 2a). They exhibited moderate quenching rates
between ca. 1 and 1000 °C s−1 (cf. area 2 in Fig. 2b),
yielding an adamantine yet opaque macroscopic appear-
ance (i.e., slight crystallization). This range is also consistent
with estimated quenching rates by geospeedometry on
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submarine, coarse (i.e., 0.08–0.12 cm) basaltic shards (i.e.,
102 °C s−1)43, confirming the validity of the calculations.
Inner lava rims are specifically studied here from the
MAY01-DR0101 and MAY02-DR080102 samples.

(3) Lava interiors correspond to areas located more than ca.
1 cm away from the lava margin (cf. area 3 in Fig. 2a). They
underwent slow cooling rates below ca. 1 °C s−1 (cf. area 3
in Fig. 2b), likely favoring pervasive crystallization and
volatile degassing/percolation45, yielding a matte and
opaque macroscopic appearance with the occurrence of
irregularly shaped vesicles. They are specifically studied
here from the MAY02-DR0801 sample.

Back-scattered electron images acquired by SEM (BSE-SEM)
show that the outer lava rims form a glassy area without any
apparent crystallization (cf. image 1 in Fig. 2c), coherently with
the previous observations. In contrast, the inner lava rims show
slight microlite crystallization and widespread nanoscale matrix
heterogeneities (cf. image 2 in Fig. 2c). Within the lava interiors,
the matrix tends to be progressively more crystalline with well-
defined microlites and nanolites (cf. image 3 in Fig. 2c).

Qualitative Raman spectra analysis acquired from 50 to
1300 cm−1 are consistent with this textural evolution. Raman
signatures obtained in the outer lava rims (cf. area 1 in Fig. 2d)
are characterized by the presence of a peak at ca. 75 cm−1. The
changes in this low-wavenumber intensity of Raman spectra can
be interpreted as resulting in a shift/intensity change of the Boson
peak46, which is a typical signature of the glassy state47 that tends
to disappear in the presence of significant crystalline phases48.
Also, the absence of any peaks in the 600–700 cm−1 Raman shift
range excludes the abnormal presence of Fe49 in this area. In
contrast, Raman spectroscopic signatures from the inner lava
rims (cf. area 2 in Fig. 2d) show that the low-wavenumber peak at
ca. 75 cm−1 is no longer well-defined due to the interference with

secondary signals, likely originating from amorphous and/or
crystalline nanoscale heterogeneities in this area. In addition, a
slight rise of the Raman spectrum between 600 and 700 cm−1

suggests the significant presence of Fe that can be either
amorphous (i.e., Fe clustering before the actual formation of
objects definable as nanolites) and/or crystalline (i.e., occurrence
of one or more Fe-bearing nanolite phases)50. Within the lava
interiors (cf. area 3 in Fig. 2d), Raman signatures show that the
low-wavenumber peak at ca. 75 cm−1 is absent, most likely due to
crystallization and the progressive disappearance of glass. Well-
identified peaks between 600 and 700 cm−1 also suggest the
significant presence of Fe-bearing crystalline phases.

In the following sub-sections, the three lava facies identified
above, as well as their corresponding textures are described. It is
important to note that these three different facies, observed in the
MAY15-DR150301 sample (a full transect description of the
sample, illustrated by BSE-SEM images is available in the
Supplementary Information SI2), occur consistently in all studied
Fani Maoré lava samples (cf. Supplementary File 1) and are thus
considered as ubiquitous textures in these eruptive products. For
practical reasons involving sample preparation, specific samples
were chosen for each case: case 1 (MAY15-DR1501), case 2
(MAY01-DR0101 and MAY02-DR080102), and case 3 (MAY02-
DR0801) are representatives of the outer lava rim, inner lava rim,
and lava interior textures of the Fani Maoré eruption,
respectively.

Case 1: Efficiently quenched outer lava rims. BSE-SEM images
and Raman spectra acquired on outer lava rims from the MAY15-
DR1501 sample (cf. Supplementary Data 2) reveal signatures
similar to those shown in area 1 Fig. 2c, d, confirming the general
occurrence of these glassy facies. Unfortunately, TEM analysis
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could not be performed on that area because it was too thin and
difficult to work with to make any usable thin section.

However, qualitative Raman spectroscopy and SEM analysis
confidently suggest that this area is glassy and homogeneous. This
highlights the fact that pre-eruptive melts from the Fani Maoré
eruption were homogeneous, microlite- and nanolite-free, and
have been efficiently quenched (i.e., >ca. 1000 °C s−1) to glass
within the first ca. 500 µm outer lava rims.

Case 2: Fast nanolite crystallization induced by liquid immis-
cibility in the inner lava rims. Observations made on the inner
lava rims reveal more complex textures, characterized by micro-
scale/nanoscale crystalline phases and heterogeneities. Two dis-
tinct matrix textures are described below.

BSE-SEM images acquired on the inner lava rims of sample
MAY02-DR080102 (Fig. 3a) show that, in addition to the pre-
existing pre-eruptive micro-phenocrysts, small (<ca. 20 µm in

length) acicular to dendritic microlites and nanolites occur in this
sample area. Moreover, the background matrix is characterized by
ubiquitous well-structured nanoscale heterogeneities. Raman
spectra performed on the matrix (cf. Supplementary Data 2)
show signatures similar to those shown in area 2, Fig. 2d,
confirming the presence of amorphous and/or crystalline Fe-rich
heterogeneities in this facies. High-Angle Annular Dark Field
images acquired by Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy
(HAADF-STEM, Fig. 3b), reveal that this lava matrix is
dominated by a nanoscale binodal-type liquid immiscibility.
The binodal unmixing is characterized by a two-liquid immis-
cibility field, in which the volumetrically minor immiscible melt
phase nucleates and grows as droplets within the volumetrically
dominant immiscible melt phase that remains as a continuous
matrix phase1. These sub-round droplets have equivalent
spherical diameters from 50 to 200 nm, with rare coalesced
droplets having a maximum equivalent diameter of 300 nm. Both
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immiscible melt phases exhibit partial nanoscale crystallization.
These nanolites tend to nucleate at the interface between the two
melt phases (sometimes resulting in highly deformed droplets)
and on other simultaneously formed nanolites, thereby generating
rounded aggregates of nanolites (Fig. 3b). Energy-dispersive X-
ray spectroscopic analyses acquired by scanning electron micro-
scopy (EDXS-STEM) enable the identification of the micro-
crystalline phases (Fig. 3c): acicular microlites are Mg-, Fe- and

Al-rich silicate crystals, which act as nucleation site for smaller
(<1 µm) Fe- and Ti-rich crystals. Binodal droplets are enriched in
Ca, Fe, and Ti, while the remaining background matrix is
enriched in Si and Al. No clear patterns are identified for P, Na,
K, Mg, and Mn. In addition to EDXS-STEM data, images from
energy-filtered by transmission electron microscopy (EF-TEM)
enable an even better resolution of chemical mapping (Fig. 3c).
They highlight that uncrystallized parts of the binodal droplets
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are Ca-rich, while crystallized parts of the binodal droplets are Fe-
and Ti-rich, in agreement with the EDXS-STEM data. Bright-field
and high-resolution images acquired by TEM (BF-TEM and HR-
TEM), as well as associated selected area electron diffraction
patterns (SAEDP) were acquired to determine the mineralogy of
this sample area (Fig. 3d): micro-crystalline acicular laths are
biotites and smaller crystals that nucleate on them are ilmenites,
in agreement with the chemical characterization made by EDXS-
STEM. Looking further at the binodal-type texture, euhedral to
anhedral titanomagnetite nanolites are observed in the binodal
droplets while euhedral to anhedral phlogopites are observed in
the background matrix, in agreement with the chemical
characterization made by EF-TEM. Crystal size distributions
(CSD) highlight that the phlogopite population is less developed
(2 vol.%) than the titanomagnetite population (15 vol.%) (Fig. 3e)
(cf. Supplementary Data 3). The apparent decrease of phlogopite
population density <0.05 µm in crystal length may be represen-
tative of the occurrence of the Ostwald ripening20,51. Also note
that the line representative of the binodal droplet population (47
vol.%) is coherently above the titanomagnetite one (i.e.,
titanomagnetites cannot be more voluminous than the binodal
droplets).

The second identified texture has been specifically investigated
in the inner lava rims of sample MAY01-DR0101. BSE-SEM
images (Fig. 4a) show similar macro- and micro-textures as
observed in the inner lava rims of the MAY02-DR080102 sample.
The main difference is that the nanoscale binodal-type liquid
immiscibility, which is observed near the microlites, rapidly
develops into a quite different texture more distally. Raman
spectra performed on the matrix (cf. Supplementary Data 2) also
show similar signatures as shown in area 2, Fig. 2d, confirming
the presence of amorphous and/or crystalline nanoscale hetero-
geneities in this facies. Nevertheless, the acquired spectra show
slight differences compared to the MAY02-DR080102 sample.
The low-wavenumber peak at ca. 75 cm−1, interpreted as the
occurrence of the Boson peak, is identifiable and suffers slightly
less from interference with secondary peaks compared to the
MAY02-DR080102 sample. The observed peak between 600 and
700 cm−1 is also more diffuse than in the inner lava rims of the
MAY02-DR080102 sample, suggesting that Fe-bearing nanolites
are much less abundant than in the binodal-type texture.
HAADF-STEM images (Fig. 4b) reveal that this texture is
characterized by a nanoscale spinodal-type liquid immiscibility.
In spinodal liquid immiscibility separation of the immiscible
melts occurs spontaneously with no activation energy required
but with kinetic limitations (i.e., it is thought to occur under high
degrees of rapid undercooling52). It is typically characterized by a
highly inter-connected and deformed tube structure of two
different melts1, which contrasts with the expression of the
nucleating and growing droplets of the binodal-type liquid
immiscibility. The diameter/thickness of these spinodal tubes is
ca. 50 nm. Both unmixed melt phases are associated with slight
partial nanoscale crystallization. These nanolites tend to nucleate
at the interface between the two melt phases and on
synchronously formed nanolites that ultimately form elongated
aggregates of nanolites (Fig. 4b). Reconstructed images from
EDXS-STEM and EF-TEM (Fig. 4c) highlight that one melt phase
is enriched in Ca, Fe, and Ti (with Fe- and Ti-rich nanolites) and
the other is enriched in Si and Al (with Mg-rich nanolites),
similarly to the binodal-type texture. BF-TEM, HR-TEM, and
SAEDP data confirm that most of the spinodal texture is
amorphous, but with the same mineralogy as in the binodal-type
texture (Fig. 4d). Indeed, CSD data (Fig. 4e) show that nanolites
are much less developed (5 vol.% of titanomagnetites and 1 vol.%
of phlogopites) but slightly larger (maximum length of 0.3 µm)
than in the binodal-type texture (cf. Supplementary Data 3).

Most importantly, binodal-type and spinodal-type textures are
not specific to the inner lava rims of the MAY02-DR080102 and
MAY01-DR0101 samples, respectively. In fact, these two textures
occur ubiquitously in all observed inner lava rims (cf.
Supplementary File 1) but are not randomly distributed: binodal
areas are preferentially observed around the quenching microlites
(i.e., mostly acicular laths of biotite-formed during the lava
quenching), while spinodal areas tend to preferentially develop in
zones beyond the binodal areas.

As a summary, this case, characterized by both binodal- and
spinodal-type textures, demonstrates that eruptive melts from
Fani Maoré eruption are not efficiently quenched (ca. 1–1000 °C
s−1) in the inner lava rims (from ca. 500 µm to 1 cm deep from
the lava margin). Quenching microlites are formed and nanoscale
liquid immiscibility occurs in the background matrix, which
induces fast nanolite crystallization before the remaining melts
transform into glass.

Case 3: Classical crystallization induced by slow cooling in the
lava interiors. Finally, BSE-SEM images acquired in the lava
interiors from the MAY02-DR0801 sample (Fig. 5a) reveal a texture
distinct from those identified in the outer and inner lava rims. In this
sample area, the background matrix is no longer characterized by
liquid immiscibility, but by a significant microscale to nanoscale
crystallization. Raman spectra of the matrix (cf. Supplementary
Data 2) show similar signatures as shown in area 3, Fig. 2d, con-
firming the occurrence of significant crystallization in these facies,
including Fe-bearing phases. HAADF-STEM images (Fig. 5b),
together with EDXS-STEM (Fig. 5c) and BF-TEM as well as SAEDP
data (Fig. 5d) reveal the presence of euhedral to sub-euhedral clin-
opyroxenes, ilmenites, biotites, and apatites, in decreasing order of
volumetric abundance. Associated CSD (Fig. 5e) highlights that the
apatites are generally smaller (30 to 300 nm in length) but much
more numerous (population density up to 7500 µm−4) than the
other micrometer-scale phases (cf. Supplementary Data 3). The
overall CSD concave trend observed in this sample also suggests that
this crystallization was controlled by both nucleation (mostly apa-
tites) and growth (mostly ilmenites, clinopyroxenes, and biotites),
which is a typical signature of classical cooling at eruptive
conditions53.

In conclusion, this case, characterized by classical microlite and
nanolite crystallization, demonstrates that eruptive melts from
Fani Maoré eruption are slowly cooled down (ca. <1 °C s−1) in
the lava interior areas deeper than 1 cm from the lava margin.
Note that from ca. 5 cm from the lava margin, lava interiors tend
to be fully crystallized mainly because of crystal growth allowed
by relatively slow cooling rates (ca. 0.1 °C s−1, Fig. 2b) (cf.
Supplementary File 1).

Discussion
Magmatic liquid behavior upon different quenching/
cooling rates. The three previously described cases show that the
eruptive melt behaves differently upon different eruptive
quenching/cooling rates (i.e., different undercooling rates).

(1) When experiencing relatively fast quenching rates (>ca.
1000 °C s−1, i.e., in the outer lava rims), the erupted
homogeneous magmatic melt is quenched and transformed
into glass in less than 1 s (cf. Supplementary Information
SI1), recording the pre-emission magma signatures (step 1
in Fig. 6a), with no time for post-eruptive crystallization,
liquid immiscibility, or degassing, which could change the
lava texture and geochemistry from its pre-eruptive state
(i.e., this area is the most ideally preserved material that is
representative of the initial eruptive melt without any major
post-eruptive modification).
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(2) When experiencing moderate quenching rates (between ca.
1 and 1000 °C s−1, i.e., in the inner lava rims), the erupted
magmatic melt exhibits a slight increase in melt differentia-
tion (because of minor crystallization, i.e., microlites of
biotite) and a decrease of temperature (because of natural
lava cooling). As a result of these two changes, the residual
magmatic melt falls into the liquid immiscibility field (step
2 in Fig. 6a). For this area, the cooling from the eruptive
temperature down to the glass transition temperature range
occurred between ca. 1 s (for a cooling rate of 1000 °C s−1)
and 8–10 min (for a cooling rate of 1 °C s−1), which is
enough time to enable crystallization and liquid immisci-
bility (cf. Supplementary Information SI1). Interestingly,
the fact that homogeneous glassy (case 1), binodal-type, and
spinodal-type (case 2) textures are simultaneously observed
within a narrow region of interest in the studied lavas (i.e.,
sometimes within less than a millimeter) suggests that the
temperature vs. composition path experienced by the
magmatic melt must be close to the so-called critical point,
which represents the conditions where these three textures

can coexist1 (Fig. 6a). Moreover, the fact that the
volumetrically dominant melt phase is represented by the
background matrix enriched in Si and Al, highlights that
this quenching path is heading towards a similar theoretical
melt composition, in agreement with the natural differ-
entiation evolution of a magmatic melt1 (step 2 in Fig. 6a).
Note that this metastable liquid immiscibility, occurring in
strong disequilibrium due to the involvement of high to
moderate cooling rates, has to be considered to be distinct
from the super- or sub-liquidus liquid immiscibility, which
is considered to be in equilibrium and thermodynamically
stable1,54. Also note that the difference in liquid immisci-
bility textural type (binodal vs. spinodal) cannot be
explained by a difference in undercooling as these textures
are observed within relatively small areas in the Fani Maoré
inner lava rims which surely experienced the same cooling
histories. It is more likely a compositional effect of
quenching microlite crystallization, which depletes the
surrounding melt composition in certain elements, and by
doing so ultimately changes the nature of the liquid
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Fig. 4 Textural and chemical investigations made on the inner lava rim of the MAY01-DR0101 sample, representative of the spinodal-type texture.
a BSE-SEM images. b HAADF-STEM images. c Reconstructed chemical maps from EDXS-STEM. d Sample mineralogy characterized by BF-TEM and HR-
TEM, with associated SAEDP. e CSD analysis performed on the acquired HAADF-STEM images.
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Fig. 5 Textural and chemical investigations made on the lava interior of the MAY02-DR0801 sample, representative of the classical crystallized
texture. a BSE-SEM images. b HAADF-STEM images. c Reconstructed chemical maps from EDXS-STEM and EF-TEM. d Sample mineralogy characterized
by BF-TEM and HR-TEM, with associated SAEDP. e CSD analysis performed on the acquired HAADF-STEM images.
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immiscibility from spinodal to binodal around the newly
formed microlites. This process has already been suggested
in some Kilauea Iki lava lake samples, where binodal-type
liquid immiscibility is triggered by compositional boundary
layers around plagioclase microlites14. In our case, biotite
(i.e., aluminosilicate) micro-crystallization must increase
the Fe and Ti concentrations in the residual melt. The
relatively low incompatibility of these two latter elements in
the matrix can be considered as the main driving force of
the formation of amorphous atomic clusters and then
nanolites50, which can be also accounted here as the origin
of the homogeneous to spinodal and binodal transition,
together with the low liquid-liquid interfacial energy that
must facilitate the generation of emulsions15.

(3) Finally, when experiencing relatively slow cooling rates
( < ca. 1 °C s−1, i.e., in the lava interiors), the relatively slow
kinetics involved allow the erupted magmatic melt to be in
slighter disequilibrium compared to the previous case. For
this area, the cooling from the eruptive temperature down
to the glass transition temperature range took more than
8–10 min (cf. Supplementary Information SI1), which is
enough for pervasive crystallization. Lava interiors do not
directly evidence the occurrence of liquid immiscibility
(step 3 in Fig. 6a), even though immiscibility could have
occurred and its signature might have been lost during
further cooling. This is however unlikely as we observed

very different crystals between case 2 and case 3, in terms of
both phase and texture. Note that at 5 cm of depth (i.e.,
where the lava tends to be fully crystallized), lava took ca.
1.4–1.7 h to cool down the glass transition temperature
range (cf. Supplementary Information SI1).

Why does liquid immiscibility favor crystallization? By cooling
a liquid below its liquidus temperature (e.g., quenching/cooling of
a magmatic/volcanic melt during an eruption), it becomes a
super-cooled liquid from which crystalline phases will tend to
form55. This phenomenon happens in two steps: (i) nucleation,
which is the formation of atomic cluster/nucleus from the super-
cooled liquid, and (ii) growth, which represents the nucleus size
evolution to larger sizes after reaching the critical nucleus size.
These two phenomena combined are called crystallization56. The
classical nucleation theory is still commonly used to describe
crystal formation in silicate systems55,56. This theory is based on a
balance between thermodynamic and kinetic parameters and the
steady-state crystal nucleation rate (Ist in m−3 s−1) is given by:

Ist � CD exp
�αWC

kBT

� �
; ð1Þ

where C is a nearly constant value (in m−5), D is the effective
diffusion coefficient of the structural unit of the melt phase (in m2

s−1), α is a dimensionless number linked to the crystal nucleation
on pre-existing surfaces (ranging from 0 and 1), WC is the critical
work for nucleus formation (in J), kB is the Boltzmann constant
(in J K−1), and T is the temperature of the system (in K). The
effective diffusion coefficient (related to the viscosity by the
Stokes-Einstein-Eyring relation) and the critical work for crystal
formation are expressed respectively as:

D � kBT
ηd0

; ð2Þ

and

WC ¼ 16πσ3

3ΔGV
; ð3Þ

where η is the viscosity of the melt phase (in Pa s), d0 is an atomic
parameter linked to the atomic jump distance (in m), 16π/3 refers
to the spherical radius of the forming crystalline phase, σ is the
surface free energy (in J m−2), and ΔGV is the thermodynamic
driving force (in J m−3). When a silicate melt undergoes liquid
immiscibility, the novel melt phases are separated by an interface
and present different chemical compositions when compared to
the initially mixed melt. Both factors may affect the aforemen-
tioned parameters for crystal nucleation and it will consequently
alter crystallization15.

Firstly, it has been shown that for several systems undergoing
liquid immiscibility, the novel melt phase compositions are often
shifted towards that of a stoichiometric crystalline phase, which
in turn enhances the thermodynamic driving force for nucleation
(ΔGV), and favors crystal nucleation15 (cf. Equation 1 and Eq. 3).
In the investigated Fani Maoré inner lava rims, the matrix is
separated into two melt phases, either in binodal- (Fig. 3) or
spinodal-type (Fig. 4) textures. In each case, one melt phase is
enriched in Fe, Ti, and Ca, which gives rise to nanolites enriched
in Fe and Ti (titanomagnetites) with a residual Ca-rich melt
composition. The other melt phase is enriched in Si and Al,
leading to the crystallization of aluminosilicate nanolites (i.e.,
phlogopites).

Secondly, these compositional changes also induce the
formation of an important viscosity contrast between the two
melt phases, which are also different from the initially mixed melt
viscosity41. The viscosity of silicates is closely linked to the
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Fig. 6 Illustration of the origin of the studied lava flow textures.
a Schematic representation of liquid immiscibility occurrence on a binary
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structural functions exerted by their compounds. The structural
environment of Fe is complex since it may exist in two oxidation
states (Fe3+ and Fe2+) as well as in 4−, 5−, and 6-fold
coordination57. Titanium, in its turn, is generally presented on
Earth as Ti4+ and can also have 4-, 5-, and 6-fold coordination58.
As a result, the silicate melt viscosity decreases when Fe and/or Ti
are added to silicate networks59,60. Moreover, this viscosity
decrease is more pronounced at lower temperatures, where the
entropic effect is more relevant60. In this low-viscosity scenario,
higher atomic mobility is reached and therefore, a higher
nucleation rate is expected in these zones (see Eq. 1 and
Eq. 2)15. Also, the Stokes-Einstein-Eyring relation (cf. Equation 2)
provides a good approximation of atomic mobility in melts that
undergo near-stoichiometric crystal nucleation at relatively high
temperatures. This could explain why titanomagnetites are much
more abundant in the melt phase enriched in Fe, Ti, and, Ca
(since this latter element also lowers viscosity) than phlogopites
in the melt phase enriched in Si and Al (which are elements
working as a network formers increasing melt viscosity58). It is
also important to mention that a decoupling between viscosity
and diffusion has been observed at deeper undercooling, which
can also affect crystal growth, especially for systems undergoing
nanoscale compositional reorganization and non-isochemical
nucleation61.

Thirdly, two other parameters can enhance crystal nucleation
at the interface between two melt phases. On the one hand, the
crystal nucleation can occur directly on this new interface: this
heterogeneous nucleation process decreases the alpha parameter
of Eq. (1), and therefore increases the crystal nucleation rate. On
the other hand, the enrichment of certain elements at the
boundaries between the melt phases is generating a local zone
with a higher driving force for nucleation and/or higher atomic
mobility15. Despite the fact that nucleation facilitation at the
droplet interface is not common in silicates due to the low
interfacial energy of liquid droplet when compared to crystal/
nucleus interfaces15, this type of heterogeneous nucleation is
widely observed in our system (Figs. 3b and 4b). Also, note that
this is not the first time that preferential nucleation of crystals at
the droplet interface has been observed62. Since this interfacial
energy is expressed per unit area (i.e., J.m−2) and in our case, we
have nanoscale droplets, it is expected that the absolute amount
of energy is much greater, and consequently a nucleation events
will be favored at the interfaces. This explains why nanolites are
more abundant in the binodal-type texture than in the spinodal-
type one. It is also important to note that nanolite aggregation is
enhanced in both binodal and spinodal-type textures but in
different ways: binodal texture favors the formation of rounded
aggregates of nanolites while spinodal texture favors the
formation of chains of nanolites.

Finally, and in addition to the impact on the three
aforementioned processes, it is important to emphasize that Fe-
and Ti-bearing silicates generally present a worse glass-forming
ability (i.e., the propensity of a melt to vitrify upon cooling),
being, therefore, more prone to undergo crystallization than Fe-
and Ti-poor silicates63.

Conclusions and perspectives on the potential impacts of
metastable liquid immiscibility in magmas. This study high-
lights that Fani Maoré magmas are subject to metastable liquid
immiscibility at nanoscale and upon moderate quenching rates in
the range of 1 to 1000 °C s−1, likely to occur in numerous
eruptive cases (e.g., submarine eruption of lavas and pyroclasts,
but also post-eruptive cooling in air of lavas/pyroclasts, as well as
syn-eruptive phreatomagmatic interactions). This process is
associated with an enhanced nanoscale crystallization, producing

nanoscale mineralogy (i.e., nanolite chemical compositions) and
textures (i.e., CSDs, crystal habits and shapes, and occurrence of
aggregation) that are significantly different from the classical
nanoscale crystallization originating from a homogeneous mixed
volcanic melt (Fig. 6b). Therefore, this study highlights a new
mechanism for nanolite generation in unmixed volcanic melts
and opens up new questions about its potential impacts on the
physicochemical characteristics of magmas, and at the end, on
volcanic phenomena, given that nanolites are claimed to impact
key processes of eruptive dynamics such as (i) volatile degassing
and (ii) magma viscosity17–21,23–26,50.

(i) Liquid immiscibility and associated crystallization likely
significantly affect the degassing behavior of the volatile species
dissolved in the magmatic melts (e.g., H2O, CO2, SO2, F, and Cl).
Based on the observed physicochemical characteristics of the
inner lava rims of Fani Maoré lavas (this study) and on previously
performed Simultaneous Thermal Analysis and Evolved Gas
Analysis (STA-EGA) experiments on the same samples27, a
complex magmatic volatile segregation emerges. First, the
crystallization of hydrated minerals (i.e., biotites and phlogopites)
is impacted by the initial dissolved H2O content64, and at the end
must control volatile concentrations of the residual melts. Second,
we speculate that H2O, F, and Cl tend to migrate in the Si- and
Al-rich melt, as phlogopite nanolites, which ideally contain the
aforementioned volatile species, are only observed within this
melt. During STA-EGA experiments, the main part of H2O
(0.8–1 wt.%) is degassed just above TG upon heating and
corresponds to the H2O mainly dissolved in the residual Si-
and Al-rich melt, while a small amount of H2O (0.2–0.3 wt.%) is
degassed synchronously to endothermic crystal melting and
corresponds to the H2O stored within the biotites and
phlogopites. This volatile degassing behavior for unmixed systems
highly contrasts with samples implying homogeneous residual
melts, which only show one degassing step originating from the
mixed melt27. Note that the relatively high eruptive pressures
involved in the Fani Maoré eruption (0.29–0.33 kbar) led to a
relatively high H2O dissolved content (1.2 wt.% because of the
high H2O solubility as a function of pressure) compared to low
SO2 (initially low content in the parental magma) and CO2

(mainly exsolved forming CO2-rich vesicles because of the low
CO2 solubility as a function of pressure) contents27. Also, note
that crystals with high contact angle values between bubbles and
the surrounding melt (i.e., high wettability), exhibit textures
reflecting strong bubble-particle interaction, which alter bubble
dynamics and outgassing regimes of multiphase systems65.
Therefore, in a scenario involving relatively lower eruptive
pressures than the ones of Fani Maoré, heterogeneous nucleation
of bubbles is excepted to be strong on the titanomagnetite
nanolites, which have a relatively high wettability and which
densely form at the liquid-liquid interface between the two
unmixed melts, therefore enhancing bubble generation in contact
with these nanolites, preferentially within the Si- and Al-rich
melt66.

(ii) In the presence of these nanoscale phases, magma viscosity
is also expected to increase due to chemical modifications of the
remaining silicate melts and because of the physical presence of
suspended crystals20,22–24. Since nanolites are generally Si-poor
crystals, there must be an increase of the Si content within the
remaining melt composition, and therefore an increase of
viscosity23,67. In our case, this Si increase already occurred at
the melt unmixing stage when the Fe- and Ti-rich melt was
formed. It has been also shown for analog materials that the
physical presence of nanolites increase the viscosity of the system,
especially for low rates of shear (e.g., Brownian regimes). If these
scenarios are achieved in conditions suitable for volcanic systems,
particle aggregation is facilitated and during this process, particles
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trap fluid in the aggregate interstices, increasing the apparent
volume fraction of crystals (by the creation of dead-fluid
volumes), and therefore inducing a viscosity increase22. Finally,
it should be noted that the viscosity of the unmixed system will be
also impacted due to the distribution of volatile contents, as some
volatiles are known to impact melt viscosity67.

In conclusion, if nanoscale metastable liquid immiscibility and
associated crystallization are indeed moving toward more (i)
porous and (ii) viscous magmas, this newly evidenced mechanism
could most likely enhance primary magma fragmentation, but
also secondary fragmentation of cooling lavas and/or pyroclasts68.
Indeed, the potential increase of magma porosity (still with a low
permeability because of the generation of isolated bubbles on the
nanolites), and the potential increase of magma viscosity would
drastically decrease the magma fragmentation threshold (by
decreasing the glass transition temperature range and the strain
rate needed to fragment the magma68,69). All these processes are
identified as key points for eruptive dynamics in volcanology (i.e.,
directly linked to the generation of different hazards and related
risks). Also, a possible influence of the redox state evolution on
the liquid immiscibility occurrence and crystallization path
should be better investigated, as quenching/cooling rates might
influence iron speciation and liquidus temperatures of the melts.
For these reasons, the description of such metastable liquid
immiscibility and associated nanolite crystallization upon erup-
tion deserves further investigation in order to decipher under
which conditions (i.e., magma composition, pressure, and
temperature evolutions) this kind of texture can develop
naturally, and experimentally measure its specific effect on
volatile degassing as well as on rheology, under relevant volcanic
conditions.

Methods
Lava sampling and selection. Investigated rock samples were
dredged during MAYOBS0136, MAYOBS0237, and
MAYOBS1538 oceanographic campaigns (operated by the
Marion Dufresne II research vessel). A cylindrical metallic
dredge with cutting teeth was used in order to break off samples
from their original submarine outcrops31. Each dredge was
remotely pulled by a cable along the ocean floor and could
collect a maximum of ca. 1000 kg of sample from which a first
selection of clasts from fresh lava flow margins was performed
onboard. Then, a second selection was realized in the laboratory
to pick up the best-preserved samples for further analysis, as
described hereafter. All samples were collected and exported in
a responsible manner and in accordance with relevant permits
and local laws.

Lava quenching/cooling rates estimation by heat transfer cal-
culations. When an idealized planar geometry that has a plane
surface and extends to infinity in all directions except one
undergoes a sudden change in temperature on one of its sides
(i.e., applicable to lava flows), transient one-dimensional con-
duction will occur within this material. An energy balance is
developed based on an infinitesimal element of volume inside the
body that is exchanging energy:

heat input rate
� �� heat output rate

� �þ heat generation rate
� �

¼ heat rate accumulation½ �
ð4Þ

By applying this relation to a cartesian system and considering
the material properties in the three orthogonal components (x, y,
z) that have the same thermal properties (isotropic material), one

can obtain the following expression for the energy balance:

α
∂2T
∂ x2

þ ∂2T
∂ y2

þ ∂2T
∂ z2

� �
þ _q

ρCp
¼ ∂T

∂t
; ð5Þ

α ¼ κ

ρCp
; ð6Þ

where α is the thermal diffusivity (5.0 10−7 m2 s−1 (ref. 70)) that is
defined in Eq. (6), T is the temperature at a given time t, _q is the
rate of energy generation per unit of volume, ρ is the density (of
the basanitic liquid 2700 kg m−3 (ref. 29), also coherent with the
density used in ref. 70), Cp is the specific heat capacity
(1259 J kg−1 K−1, deduced from Eq. (6), also coherent with
values from71), and κ is the thermal conductivity (1.7Wm−1 K−1

(ref. 70) of the magmatic melt. For our specific case, it can be
considered that (i) the lava flow morphology has two dimensions
much larger than the third one (planar geometry), and (ii) that
the generation of heat (i.e., latent heat of crystallization) is minor
and can be neglected. This latter assumption is based on
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) measurements on the
Fani Maoré lava samples in order to measure the exothermic heat
related to the sample crystallization, which only represents 5.3%
of the total heat absorption by seawater that is estimated in
parallel by theoretical calculations (cf. Supplementary Informa-
tion SI1). Also note that due to the hydrostatic pressure exerted
on the erupted lavas (i.e., eruptive pressure of 0.29–0.33 kbar),
bubble formation is mostly hindered27 (i.e., sample average
porosity of 35 vol%, large vesicles being mostly found in the
internal parts of the lavas) and therefore these thermal
calculations in the absence of significant bubble fraction is still
valid. Thus, Eq. (5) becomes:

α
∂2T
∂ x2

� �
¼ ∂T

∂t
ð7Þ

If a sudden change of conditions is imposed at the body’s
surface (e.g., interaction with colder seawater), transient and one-
dimensional conduction will take place within the solid. In this
case, two conditions are applied to solve the problem (i) at the
initial moment, the whole solid has a constant temperature in all
points equals to the eruptive temperature and (ii) the surface
temperature for any time greater than zero has the surface
temperature constant and equal to the external temperature.
Therefore, the analytical solution considering Eq. (7) and the
aforementioned conditions is given by the semi-infinite approach
solution:

T � TE

TSW � TE
¼ erf

x

2
ffiffiffiffiffi
αt

p
� �

; ð8Þ

where T is the local temperature of lava (in °C) at a given depth
from the rim x (in m), TE is the initial eruptive temperature of
lava (1095 °C29), TSW is the seawater temperature (considered as
10 °C), and t is the time the lava takes to cool from TE to T (in s).
Two different final temperatures of 500 and 600 °C (cf. blue and
red lines in Fig. 2b) were considered for T when executing the
calculations. These temperatures correspond to the expected glass
transition (TG) temperature range of these magmatic melts27 (cf.
also Supplementary Information SI1) below which any physical
change, such as crystallization, is disregarded. Note that taking
either TG value, the obtained quenching rates are similar.

Sample preparation for inductively coupled plasma atomic
emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES), Raman spectroscopy, and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analyses. The selected
samples were dried for 72 h at 60 °C. Then, they were manually
broken into coarse chips (≤1 cm). One part of these chips was
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subsequently powdered with an agate mortar to perform an ICP-
AES analysis. The other part of the rock chips was used to make
impregnated-epoxy polished sections for Raman and SEM ana-
lyses. For SEM analyses, polished sections were carbon coated
(10 nm) using a Leica Sputter Coater EM ACE600.

Bulk rock composition acquired by ICP-AES. Powdered sam-
ples were mixed with LiBO2, placed in a graphite crucible, and
melted in an induction oven at 1050 °C for 5 min, resulting in
homogeneous glasses. Each of these glasses was dissolved in a
solution of deionized H2O and HNO3, and finally diluted by a
factor of 2000. The final solutions were analyzed using an Agilent
5800 VDV ICP-AES, following an already documented
procedure72, giving an external reproducibility (2σ error) between
1 and 3% for all major elements, except for K2O, MnO (4%), and
P2O5 (7%), calibrated on the DR-N standard (diorite). Note that
compositions of samples from MAYOBS01 and MAYOBS02 are
already published29, following the same procedure.

Groundmass signature investigated by Raman spectroscopy.
Raman spectra were acquired on the sample groundmass from 50
to 1300 cm−1 Raman shift, using a Jobin Yvon XPlora One spec-
trometer coupled with an Olympus microscope, adapted from an
already documented procedure49. The instrument was calibrated
using a silicon standard. Instrumental settings consisted of 1800
grooves/mm grating density, a confocal hole of 300 μm, and a slit
of 200 μm with an exposure time of 10 s repeated 3 times. A x100
magnification was used during the acquisitions, with a laser exci-
tation wavelength of 532 nm and an applied filter of 50%. Pre-
liminary acquisition tests have been performed from 50 to
100 cm−1 Raman shift on pure glasses and crystals to confirm the
application of this procedure also on low-wavenumber region, with
a 532 nm edge filter. Raman spectra were systematically collected
near the sample surfaces (from 0 to ca. 3 μm of depth), in order to
get intense enough signals and at the same time check the analyzed
textures with the microscope. All qualitative Raman analysis can be
found in Supplementary Data 2.

Microscopic texture investigated by SEM. Back-Scattered-
Electron images acquired by SEM (BSE-SEM) were done using
a Hitachi SU5000 Field-Emission SEM with a high vacuum-mode
and an acceleration voltage of 10 kV. All BSE-SEM images
acquired for this project can be found in Supplementary Infor-
mation SI2 and Supplementary File 1.

Sample preparation for transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). Thin sections for TEM analyses were sys-
tematically made perpendicular to the sample surface imaged by
BSE-SEM, following the thin section lift-out technique that uses a
FEI Strata DB235 Focused Ion Beam Scanning Electron Micro-
scope (FIB-SEM), allowing a high spatial precision, which is good
enough to isolate specific region of interest for detailed TEM
analyses. TEM preparation and lift out were performed at 30 kV
with the intensity of 7 nA to 100pA and a final cleaning at 5 kV to
limit amorphization. SEM images related to the TEM thin sec-
tions can be found in Supplementary Information SI3.

Nanoscale texture and chemistry investigated by TEM. TEM
observations were carried out using a Jeol 2100F TEM with a
Schottky emitter operating at 200 kV, equipped with a high-
resolution pole piece, a Gatan US4000 CCD camera, a Gatan GIF
2001 electron energy loss spectrometer, and a Jeol Si(Li) X-ray
energy-dispersive spectrometer. TEM analysis consisted of dif-
ferent techniques. (i) The use of a high-angle annular dark field
detector in the scanning transmission electron microscopy mode

(HAADF-STEM) provided sample images based on the atomic
number (Z contrast), similar to BSE-SEM images. Electrons were
collected at high angles in the range of 60–170mrad. Chemical
mapping using (ii) Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
acquired by STEM (EDXS-STEM) and (iii) Energy-filtered TEM
(EF-TEM) was realized to infer the spatial distributions of che-
mical elements. (iii) Bright field and (iv) High-resolution images
acquired by TEM (BF-TEM and HR-TEM) as well as associated
(v) Selected area electron diffraction patterns (SAEDP) were
acquired to identify the different crystalline phases occurring in
the selected samples. Mineralogical identification based on
SAEDP was performed using the single crystal software. For small
crystals unsuitable for SAEDP analysis, fast fourier transforms
(FFT) were directly realized from the HR-TEM images to produce
diffraction patterns.

Crystal size distribution (CSD) analysis. CSD analysis was
performed following an already described procedure73. Binarized
images used for the analysis were created both from HAADF-
STEM and EDXS-STEM images. For CSD calculations using
CSDcorrections software, the 3-dimensional crystal habits of each
phase were estimated using the CSDslice database74. Images and
CSD data can be found in Supplementary Data 3.

Data availability
All data used in this paper are available in the supplementary material of this paper, also
published in the EarthChem public repository data (https://doi.org/10.60520/IEDA/
113054), and available on request to the corresponding author.
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